
Serica Energy took over operations of a long-term shut-in well with the intentions to 
reinstate production. The well, situated in the Bruce field, had an issue with a 
malfunctioning TRSSSV, rendering it unsafe to produce. 

Oilenco suggested using our TRSSSV Investigation Package to evaluate the valves condition. 
The package included our Soak Sleeve and Syringe, Wire Roller Brush and Flapper Check 
tool. An Oilenco engineer went offshore to provide expert support for the investigation. 

The Flapper Check Tool showed the TRSSSV flapper was fully open, the Wire Roller Brush 
was then run to clean the valve. Our engineer ran a series of tests which showed the 
flapper was now functioning well however high gas returns were found in the control line. 
Numerous attempts to lubricate and bleed the control line showed no improvements 
indicating the piston rod seals were damaged.

GAS INGRESS ISOLATION VALVE
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COMBATTING GAS INGRESS

Client: Serica Energy

Well location: Bruce field

GiiV located close to wellhead and control panel

GiiV: A SURFACE SOLUTION TO A DOWNHOLE PROBLEM



Just three weeks after the first investigation, an Oilenco engineer went offshore to work 
alongside the client’s offshore technicians to install the GiiV into the control line system on 
the well. Having our experts available allowed a quick and effective installation process. 
Once in position a number of function tests on the GiiV were successfully completed, 
demonstrating the valve was effective at preventing gas migration in the control line. 

NO GAS MIGRATION WHEN DHSV IS SHUT 

SAFE PRODUCTION REINSTATED

At this stage Oilenco recommended the GiiV to overcome the gas ingress problem. The 
advantage of this option is there is no requirement for intervention to lock out the TRSSSV 
and set an insert valve. Instead the GiiV is positioned close to the wellhead and is 
automatically activated when the downhole safety valves are functioned. When activated the 
unit becomes a non-return valve, containing gas near the wellhead and stopping it 
migrating back to the central hydraulic control system. Once the system comes back online 
the valve reopens. This entire process is fully autonomous and means the valve can be left 
to function repeatedly with minimal maintenance. 

Oilenco hosted a technical demonstration of the GiiV at our workshop, showing the Oilenco 
technology in action. The demonstration gave the client confidence in the valve and they 
decided to go ahead and install a GiiV. 

The well was then brought back online successfully, partially due to the success of the GiiV 
in enabling safe production.

Graph showing pressure in control line with GiiV installed 


